
IDeaS  
RevPlan™ 
A revolutionary planning and budgeting tool 
that will transform how your hotel plans and 
manages room, food & beverage and ancillary 
lines of business to drive greater profitability. 

TOTAL REVENUE FORECASTING 
& INTELLIGENCE

How many revenue streams flow across your 
hotel’s portfolio? From food & beverage to retail, 
meetings and events, and even parking—your 
hotel’s income isn’t only about guest room 
revenue. Yet, despite the high-value potential 
of food & beverage and ancillary income, hotels 
seldom apply adequate levels of scrutiny, 
especially by means of sophisticated forecasting 
technology, to non-room revenue.

IDeaS RevPlan™ is a standalone, cloud-based, 
operational forecasting and business intelligence 
solution that centralizes a hotel organization’s 
revenue data in one system. RevPlan delivers 
an unprecedented level of business insights 
and decision support to hotel operators and 
management companies, resulting in smarter 
operational forecasts, enhanced productivity,  
and dramatically increased profitability.

BREAK DOWN DATA SILOS—WITH  
A SLEDGEHAMMER

A typical hotel’s collection of software comprises 
various standalone systems, including a PMS, RMS, 
financial, and sales and catering. As a result, each 
revenue source functions as a separate business 
unit with insufficient data sharing, resulting in an 
incomplete view of the overall business. 

RevPlan is designed to harmonize with your 
existing technology systems. From a single 
property up to the corporate level, RevPlan’s 
advanced yet easy-to-use functionality allows 
users to slice and dice their revenue data by 
segment, cluster, or the entire portfolio, enabling: 

�  Increase profitability of rooms, food and 

beverage, and other revenue streams with 

more precise planning

�  Break down departmental silos and 

dependencies to forecast total revenue

 
�  Boost operational efficiencies with 

automated data collection and intelligence

 
�  Consolidate hotel data at the enterprise 

level to drive strategic decisions

Key Benefits



� Automated translation across the organization 
for apples-to-apples comparisons—while each 
hotel can still manage segment data in their 
own unique way

� Uniform forecasting and budgeting structures, 
allowing finance to easily access data across 
the portfolio

� Consolidated rollup reports to facilitate 
portfolio-wide budgeting efforts

DROP THE SPREADSHEETS WITH AUTOMATION 
& REVENUE SCIENCE

Did you know a hotel’s food and beverage 
business can amass over ten times the amount  
of data compared to guest rooms? Manual  
data gathering, number crunching, headache-
inducing analysis, and guesswork is not only  
time-consuming and unpleasant but ultimately 
leads to inaccuracy and profit loss. RevPlan 
empowers hotel organizations to easily and 
confidently prepare for the future through 
accurate and automated operational forecasts. 

RevPlan’s efficiency through automation allows 
hotels to:

� Become more strategic with less time spent 
gathering data and more time for analysis

� Avoid costly errors caused by manual entry  
or calculation

� Ensure regular financial forecasting is uniform 
and automated

TRANSFORM HOW YOU PLAN  
WITH REVPLAN

RevPlan leverages the unrivaled power of 
IDeaS’ revenue science, enabling you to build 
a forward-looking business plan based in data-
driven reality. Now you can finally instill greater 
transparency and efficiency across your entire 
organization and start driving profitability 
through smarter decisions, automation, and 
improved operational forecast accuracy.
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A hotel’s food and beverage business 
can amass over 10X the amount of data 
compared to guest rooms.

Break free from the constraints of silos and one-dimensional room revenue. Gain a 
competitive edge with the total revenue forecasting possibilities of IDeaS RevPlan. 

Contact an IDeaS solution expert today for details.  
info@ideas.com  www.ideas.com  

Drive more precise planning and budgeting with RevPlan

Quickly identify F&B trends and insights
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